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Rivière-du-Loup
to Goose Bay
Flying the Ju 52 back to Europe, Part 2
THE DAY DAWNS GRAY and flat as I peer out my hotel room window.
Off in the distance, the ridge tops scrape the clouds and tendrils of
fog cling to the trees. Summer is still in its prime, but here deep in
French Quebec the cold and damp make it seem more like October
than August. Facing yet another dismal day, my spirits match the
tableau before me. When will we see sun?
The cab drops us off at the deserted airport; its tires crunch on
the gravel as it pulls away. The rain has stopped, which at least
makes our preflight preparations more manageable. We remove the
canvas cover from the cockpit and begin the laborious task of

Kai Zimmer at work
pulling through the
engines on the Ju 52.
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pulling the engines through to circulate
their oil. This is accomplished by way of a
long pole with a rubber loop on the end that
is used to grab the propeller tip, a necessity
since the hub of the center engine must be
10 feet off the ground. A few quarts of oil
must be added to the three 660-hp BMW
radial engines. I am amused to see Tobias,
our mechanic, adding it by the quart. I buy it
by the gallon for my Waco. But these radial
engines hardly use any oil at all, a testament
to German engineering.
We stow our belongings in the cabin anywhere we can among the big 42-gallon steel
drums of gasoline. These barrels are our precious surplus fuel for the long legs to come.
The Junkers was designed for the close distances of Europe, and without this additional
fuel we would never be able to travel the vast
stretches of the North Atlantic.
At Rivière-du-Loup, the runway sits parallel to the St. Lawrence, which has now
swelled from a mere river to a 100-kilometer-wide inlet to the sea.
Off to the north a fog bank completely
covers the tree line beside the runway. It
awaits malevolently, completely enveloping
the forest yet stopping short of the grasslands. The fog knows that we will have to
cross the St. Lawrence and it need come no
closer; we must come to it.
As we taxi down the runway for departure, the Junkers sits on its tail wheel in the
only attitude it ever assumes. Tail down. It
taxis, takes off, climbs, cruises, and lands in
about the same three-point attitude. The
only difference between climb, cruise, and
falling out of the sky is determined by the
settings of the power levers.
This is a large, heavy airplane, 22,000
pounds, almost twice the size of EAA’s Ford
Tri-Motor. It was first designed by Hugo
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Junkers in 1932 and became a mainstay airliner for Germany during the remainder of
the 1930s. This particular aircraft was part
of a group of three built for the Swiss military and delivered only weeks after the start
of World War II. It had a long history with
the Swiss air force before transferring to its
present duties shuttling tourists for sightseeing flights in the Alps.
Our captain, Hans Moser, pushes those
power levers forward, and we shake and rattle down the runway. After another suitably
short takeoff roll, the Junkers accomplishes
its levitation act once again as a small crowd
of Quebecois assemble from town to witness
our departure. They wave as we pass by,
mere feet off the runway, straining for the
low clouds overhead. We must be heavy, or
perhaps the deck overhead limits our
upward mobility, because the Junkers
climbs to barely a few hundred feet and then
no more as we weave between antennas and
ridgelines until we are out over the sea.
Above us the cloud deck is solid overcast
at maybe 800 feet. Below the fog banks give
us a partial glimpse of the sea. In between is
the Junkers. We have maybe 350 kilometers
to Sept-Îles (pronounced Set Eels), the only
weather-reporting point along our almost

1,000-kilometer route of flight between
Rivière-du-Loup and Goose Bay. Sept-Îles
sits on the northern shore of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence where the great river empties into
the sea. We can stay low until Sept-Îles, but
afterward we must pass inland and battle
the hills and mountains of Quebec and
Labrador. The weather, however, must
improve to make this even remotely possible. Fortunately the forecast for Sept-Îles is
considerably more encouraging, and Goose
Bay sits in clear skies.
Goose Bay is actually at least 500 kilometers out of our way. But, we must go there to
rent the necessary survival equipment,
inflatable rafts and dry suits, for the crossing; without these we would be foolish to
attempt the North Atlantic at any time of the
year. Goose Bay is well-placed for more
capable, but because of our limited range,
we must divert well north to places with
strange-sounding names like Kuujjuaq,
Iqaluit, and Nuuk before turning back south
down the western coast of Greenland.
Below, the occasional whitecaps that I see
indicate a pretty healthy wind that should
break up the fog. I am hopeful for great
improvement, but for now we seem to have
found a layer of clear air between sea and cloud.

An hour into our flight the fog and sea still
hang below, clouds above. If we can’t get clear
of this, we will never be able to cross the
mountains of Quebec that lie in our path.
After another 30 minutes, the fog below
has disappeared and we have climbed to 1,000
feet. The visibility is still not great, but at least
we can get a little altitude over the sea.
Seemingly at once, as we approach SeptÎles, the Junkers breaks into the clear.
Sunshine and blue skies, something I never
thought I would see again. The harbor of
Sept-Îles is straight ahead housing many
ships bobbing like apples in a barrel.
Obviously this is a major iron ore port as the
freighters sit at anchor waiting their turn to
be loaded from the ore trains. We pass over
the center of town in the bright sunshine and
carry on inland toward the endless green terrain ahead. It is more than 650 kilometers yet
to Goose Bay, 650 kilometers without a sign
of human habitation, no roads, no towns, no
people, just vast wilderness.
After a bit, Hans leaves the cockpit for a
stretch and offers his seat to me. In the
uncomfortably cramped cockpit, Kai Zimmer
gives me the once-over of the controls. Kai is
a captain in his own right on this ancient bird,
but for this trip he has assumed the duties of
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first officer. After a brief introduction to the
Junkers, Kai says, “It’s yours.”
My God! The airplane seems to be going
every which way at once. It is difficult to
keep the nose headed straight as the “U”
hunts for direction. The rudder sometimes
moves of its own accord as the Junkers
shakes its tail in the light turbulence. There
is quite a bit of vibration in the control
wheel, and it needs constant correction as
the nose darts off in one direction or
another. The wheel feels as if it is connected
to the control surfaces by rubber bands.
After awhile though I learn to anticipate the
control movements required and keep it
headed in a straight line.
I begin a climb because we are only a few
hundred feet off the deck and I see rising terrain ahead. Traveling so close to the ground it
seems as if we are moving fast, but it’s an illusion; the GPS says only 102 knots. Not really a
disappointment, though, because outside the
greenhouse windows of the cockpit, the terrain is absolutely stunning.
We swoop over ridgelines only feet above
the rocks and watch the land fall off to deep
mountain lakes seemingly a thousand feet
below. Waterfalls cascade down hillsides into
water so blue it seems bottomless. Carpets of
pine forest stretch in all directions to the edge
of our world. Quebec is absolutely beautiful,
and here, so far from man’s influence, we
wonder if these sights are being viewed by
human eyes for the first time.
We are all pressed to the windows
watching the wonders of this land so
remote and so wild spread out before us.
The Junkers carries on, and after an hour
or so of fantastic beauty the land flattens
again as we leave the mountain crags
behind. Ahead, the landscape is only enlivened by drumlins and eskers, gravel
remnants of mile-high glaciers that once
scoured the earth.
Hans asks for his seat back, and I move
to the cabin. Just as well, because I can use
a rest from flying. The Junkers has shown a
single-handed determination to head in its
own directions.
Eventually we spy Happy Valley ahead.
This is the incongruous name for the wide
river delta that Goose Bay sits smack in the
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The rough, uninhabited landscape of Quebec province.

Hans Moser models a dry suit.

The clouds and rain never seem to end.

middle of. Goose Bay was once a large
U.S. base, and later a NATO training facility. Now the military has moved away.
Most of the buildings sit empty, and the
small town and airport exist to serve only
trans-Atlantic airplane traffic. Many aircraft stop here en route to and from
Europe, and its vast ramp area is occasionally used to park airliners when the East
Coast is shut down for weather.
We touch down on the broad military
runway in the beautiful afternoon sun and
taxi across the acres and acres of ramp
space to park between two expensive-looking corporate jets. As the props spin to a
stop we have clocked five hours and 25
minutes from Rivière-du-Loup. Already the
pilots of the jets are assembling on the ramp
to meet our arrival.

The dawn will bring a new adventure.
We will head directly north by northwest
1,230 kilometers from Goose Bay. Our route
through Canada and Greenland will be dictated by what few airports might be available
with avgas. In the far north, Jet A is the rule.
Piston pounders are a thing of the past.
If the wind blows reasonably, we may
try to fly nonstop over the Hudson Strait to
Iqaluit in the Canadian province of
Nunavut. We will need the help of a fair
wind to avoid a fuel stop in Kuujjuaq at the
base of Ungava Bay. Goose Bay to Iqaluit
will be 7.5 hours aloft, by far the longest
leg yet. Kuujjuaq or no, it will be a very,
very long day. EAA
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